further reading in any number of individual topics covered in the larger chapters.
The chapter most relevant to the work and interest of many of American folklorists is one of the last and concerns family customs. Here, Jakubikova discusses in detail folklore customs and rituals connected with the significant moments in family life -birth, betrothal, wedding, and death, among others. We read about the meanings of certain ceremonial clothes and foods, the functions of midwives, the proper way for the young bride to enter her new abode, and so on. Because Jakubiikova's research is presented in the context of a treasure trove of information on the interrelationship of families, family structures, and the workings of the patrilinear and matrilinear lines, all presented in several exceptional chapters by Svecova and Botikova, that chapter's own meaning is heightened. We are thus given a well-researched and solidly scholarly background for a revitalized understanding of traditional folk customs.
Most astonishing, perhaps, are the 133 photographs meticulously selected to illustrate material in the chapters. Labeled by date and region, the photos depict a variety of daily activities in Slovak villages. Family members are shown plucking geese, baking bread, washing clothes, slaughtering a pig and processing its parts (the famous zabijacka). plowing and haying, and participating at weddings and funerals. The family poses in a variety of regional folk dress, photos of household utensils, enormous down pillows, grave crosses embellished with ancient sun signs, and the interiors of traditional peasant homes fill almost every page of the book. These photos, along with illustrations of homestead structures, taken together with the informative texts, result in a volume that presents a holistic picture of the Slovak village, family, and customs.
As American folklore scholars working in the Slavic and East European region seek to expand their horizons, they are invited to become acquainted with the Slovak world through such high quality studies as Slovak Family Traditions. For information about procuring the large format volume for personal use or for your library, contact Dr. Marta Botikova. She may be reached in English or Slovak by e-mail at this address: <MartaJBotikova@fphil.uniba.sk>.
